There are some artifacts, mostly due to color. The edges of the fountain do not quite line up.
Colorado River from Mount Bonnell. The tree in the foreground lines up very nicely. However, there is some disjoint along the seam beginning toward the middle of the image. This is due to poor point selection. Several attempts were made and strategies attempted in point selection, but all images contained some artifacts at their seams. Because the view was obstructed, much of the images are overlapping. I was able to get a larger warped area with my second set of images.
Brazos parking garage at night. The seam between images is not visible in this image, probably due to the large number of rectangular shapes in this image from which to choose initial points.
A robot! In Times Square! These images are courtesy of flickr. Point selection for this was very easy; I used the edges and midpoints of the image to be warped. The edges are a little too strong in the converted image to be realistic. They don't match the other billboards.